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Ralph Waldo Emerson, Self-Reliance
A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds, adored by little statesmen and
philosophers and divines. With consistency a great soul has simply nothing to do. He may as
well concern himself with his shadow on the wall. Speak what you think now in hard words, and
to-morrow speak what to-morrow thinks in hard words again, though it contradict every thing you
said to-day.
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De Villo Sloan

22 hrs

Like a magnificent tree, Trashpo has divided into two great branches: (1) "Serious" (2) "Fluff"
Trashpoets & Kulters who post in this group should at all times indicate their affiliation with an
"S" or an "F." It is understood your position can shift between "S" and "F." So when you change,
indicate the change. For instance:
I believe Trashpo is a manifestation of conceptualism and ultimately is not materialist (S). So I
am all the more annoyed that Diane Keys and Lisa Iversen put a spell on my car and destroyed
my battery when I was attempting to find a gift for the lame gift exchange (F).

LikeComment
Seen by 20
Rebecca Guy Ver, Kdj Jay and Nicolas du Mont like this.

Comments

Jim Leftwich Fluffy, like Emerson? or serious, like Thoreau?
Like · Reply · 22 hrs
De Villo Sloan I've been puzzling over this one. I see them both as serious. Now Whitman was
fluff; Emerson was serious.
Like · Reply · 20 hrs
Jim Leftwich puzzles to befuddle the antifluffers
Like · Reply · 18 hrs
Write a reply...
Jim Leftwich Fluffy like Lemmy, or serious like Leonard Cohen?
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs
De Villo Sloan Serious like Jesus Jim; fluffy like DK.
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs
De Villo Sloan Serious like DK; fluffy like Kdj Jay
Like · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
Jim Leftwich Fluffy? like Madawg. or serious? like Ruby Henderson.
Like · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
De Villo Sloan Seriously Fluffy
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
Gerda Osteneck Huh. My car battery died too. The motor club guy was awesome. He is also a
papermaker. After his shift he brought over a piece of his paper with a msg to the burning effigy



God. (we burn at new years eve. And he brought me a quart of awesome soup. Not everyday
you get a fellow papermaker, soup and a new free battery. Thanks Diane Keys. Fluff'n'stuff it.
Like · Reply · 1 · 20 hrs
De Villo Sloan Gerda Osteneck - serious! Diane Keys - fluff! (Fluff is not derisive (?) it is a
"position.") Gerda of the monkey trashbots!
Like · Reply · 1 · 20 hrs
Rebecca Guy Ver Labels, shmables
Like · Reply · 2 · 20 hrs
Jim Leftwich fluff, smluff -- these labels are like clothes. we can wear what we like, including
nothing at all. smeriously.
Like · Reply · 14 hrs
Write a reply...
Rebecca Guy Ver Happy new year anyway.
Like · Reply · 1 · 20 hrs
Diane Keys Dkult is less light and fluffy, and more ripply and zaggy. 2016 is going to be the year
that we cast stones into ponds
Like · Reply · 15 hrs
Diane Keys And a word about the 'curse' supposedly put on dvs car--the real spellcaster put a
curse on the barfa celebration by making Rebeccas gift go missing
Like · Reply · 2 · 14 hrs
De Villo Sloan This post is not appropriate to the discussion. The gift exchange is an example of
"fluff," not a discussion topic unto itself in terms of putting spellings on people.
Like · Reply · 1 · 5 hrs
Diane Keys curses and/or accusations of such are VERY serious
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Diane Keys only non-believers believe it is fluff
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Diane Keys ask Rebecca if it is serious or not, she has been waiting in her bothy for her Barfa
gift. Xmas came and went and ---nothing. That hurts
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Write a reply...
Mark
Bloch+I+am+surprised+how+often+aspiring+trashpoets+ask%3A+“Yes%2C+but+is+it+Trashpo
%3F”+They+are+unsure+if+their+fledgling+efforts+fit+the+Trashpo+definition.+They+must+beli
eve+a+set+of+rules+exists+somewhere+and+imagine+there+is+a+“correct”+Trashpo+practice.
+This+is+surprising%2C+given+that+Trashpo+–+by+design+–+is+meant+to+be+something+an
yone+can+do+with+minimal+effort+and+thought.+Given+its+intended+simplicity%2C+it+is+also
+surprising+how+intense%2C+sometimes+rancorous%2C+discussions+occur+online+about+w
hat+Trashpo+is+and+what+it+is+not.++I+have+written+numerous+pieces+about+Trashpo%2C
+and+they+do+not+seem+to+have+clarified+or+explained+anything.+So+rather+than+add+ma
ny+more+words%2C+I+will+take+this+opportunity+to+show+all+the+components+of+a+mailing
+by+Diane+Keys%2C+one+of+the+great%2C+acknowledged+masters+of+Trashpo.+Perhaps+
this+can+serve+as+a+model+for+newer+trashpoets+who+are+still+unsure+of+themselves.+Of



+course%2C+some+pitfalls+come+with+this+approach.+Just+because+Diane+Keys+created+it
%2C+does+that+automatically+make+the+work+Trashpo%3F+The+answer+is%3A+“No.”+Dian
e+Keys+creates+art+that+is+not+Trashpo%3B+however%2C+I+believe+this+mailing+is+an+int
entional+example+of+her+approach+to+Trashpo.+Does+this+mean+that+Diane+Keys’+approa
ch+to+Trashpo+is+the+only+“Korrect”+approach+to+Trashpo%3F+The+answer%2C+again%2
C+is%3A+“No.”+Trashpoets+have+developed+distinctive+styles.+The+work+of+others+should
+be+considered+as+well.+I+would+suggest+Richard+Canard%2C+Mail+Art+Martha%2C+Cleo
%2C+Rebecca+Guyver%2C+David+Stafford%2C+Wendy+Rodgers%2C+Dan+Mouer%2C+Jim
+Leftwich%2C+Torma+Cauli%2C+among+many+others.+Art+is+successfully+taught+using+imi
tation%2C+and+“Imitation+DK”+can+be+an+appropriate+starting+point.++At+the+heart+of+the
+mailing+is+an+ephemera+collection%2C+a+Trashpo+staple.+Collecting+found+material+is%
2C+undeniably%2C+at+the+core+of+Trashpo+as+is+the+idea+of+recyclingThe+underlying+co
ncept+of+the+mailing+is%2C+unfortunately%2C+the+failure+of+DKULTNY+to+properly+honor
+DK’s+birthday%2C+which+–+if+the+full+story+can+be+told+–+involves+me+from+being+unfa
irly+banned+from+involvement+in+a+holiday+gift+exchange.+This+is+the+kind+of+issue+that+
gets+Trashpo+labeled+as+“fluff”+and+not+“serious.”%3A&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs
Diane Keys Trashpo Jesus the Savior of Serious? or the Prophet of Fluff?
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
De Villo Sloan JJ = S IMHO
Like · Reply · 1 · 5 hrs
Jim Leftwich don't fall for the serious vs fluff dichotomy. that's the serious message. the fluffy
message laughs at the serious message, which makes it an important part of the serious
message. that's my take on the whole affair. we should carry on with all of it.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...

Diane Keys Trashpo looks not with the eyes, but with the mind; and therefore is winged garbage
painted blind.
Scavenge all, covet a few, do art until you sleep
We are such stuff as cults are made on, and our little compound, is a mound with a heap...
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 5 hrs
Jim Leftwich "Josef Albers wrote in Progressive Education in 1935, “we want a student who
sees art as neither a beauty shop nor imitation of nature, as more than embellishment and
entertainment; but as a spiritual documentation of life.”"
http://whitehotmagazine.com/.../its-legacy-loretta.../2446
January 2012: Black Mountain College and Its Legacy @ Loretta Howard Gallery
WHITEHOTMAGAZINE.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 2 · 59 mins
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De Villo Sloan shared a link — with Diane Keys.

Yesterday at 8:33am ·
TrashPo-litically Korrect by Diane Keys (Elgin, Illinois, USA)
Mail art by Diane Keys (Elgin, Illinois, USA) I am surprised how often aspiring trashpoets ask:
"Yes, but is it Trashpo?" They are unsure if their fledgling efforts…
MINKRANCH.WORDPRESS.COM
LikeComment
Share
Diane Keys, Carina Granlund, Aaron Held and 5 others like this.

Comments

Diane Keys i know my pig mail did not warrant analysis, but thanks for the blog post. I Have to
disagree with your comment that the gift exchange causes dkult to be labelled fluff. Just
because you were banned from it, you don't have to judge those of us that find it fun to make
tacky/awful gifts. I think what it might do, is make people like Mark Bloch, think the entire GOAL
of trashpo is to make shitty art.
Like · Reply · 1 · 23 hrs
De Villo Sloan I have some ideas about this.
Like · Reply · 1 · 22 hrs
Mark Bloch it is impossible to make shitty art
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Mark Bloch Well except for Manzoni
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...

Jim Leftwich "I say give the art word to the art world , let it denote only activities involving money
and let your attention drift effortlessly to the void created by its absense."
http://www.panmodern.com/wordstrike.html
The Word Strike
We must give the word "art" to the art world. Businessmen can become artists now, its what…
PANMODERN.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 hr
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Mark Bloch
The work of Ray Johnson, another favorite son-student of the school, with four collages in the
show, including one from the ‘70s that featured a 1948 postmarked envelope to a friend at the
college, did not fit neatly into either the painter or abstractionist category. Though he worked as
an abstractionist into the early 1950s and a few works form this period survive, they were not
seen here. Likewise, teacher Jacob Lawrence’s powerful war pictures used images of soldiers,
not abstraction, to make his statements. The African-American Lawrence had been invited as a
faculty member to BMC but, for fear it would lead to trouble with the locals, he stayed safely
tucked away on the idyllic campus with its history on the cutting edge of racial integration.
Thanks to the German musicologist Edward Lowinsky, a faculty member, several black students
were invited and never segregated or treated differently. In April 1947, the Freedom Riders,
traversing the country, stopped there overnight. It is also worth noting that Ruth Asawa, a
Japanese-American with a piece here, had been in an internment camp only months before her
enrollment at the college. (from January 2012: Black Mountain College and Its Legacy @
Loretta Howard Gallery)



Mark Bloch
Like the Ingres-Man Ray tribute, there are other classical references here, often used in
double-homages to other artists closer to Johnson’s lifetime. Ray used antiquity just as Dali did
with his prints of Don Quixote in 1958 and Warhol’s prints Details of Renaissance Paintings in
1984. St. Sebastian by Il Sodoma (1525) is juxtaposed with the aforementioned “mouth of the
month” of the Toby Spiselman homage to Duchamp’s star in Tonsure. Rembrandt’s 1650 Man in
a Golden Helmet provides a backdrop for the fur-lined tea cup and contains twice the word
“ouch” as a way to whisper “Touch” in a piece that shouts, “Dear Meret Oppenheim.” When he
ubiquitously flattens the curvy icon of Marilyn into hard-edged silhouettes, it is more apparent
than ever that Johnson is a post-Stonewall, post-Surrealist seizing the female form for a swan
ride to the subconscious. (from November 2009, Ray Johnson @ Richard L. Feigen & Co.)
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quiet far to fix teame the are
spoon curses underscore repeat
perfec t scent say, street oceans
dawn November gas climate loose
August at weak disaster suction
metric theater nor in greenhouse
clarity, dire natural quite

clarity metric August
dawn perfec t spoon



if though quiet far to fix teame the are
spoon must either curses underscore repeat
perfec t scent housing say, street oceans
dawn November gas climate howling loose
August at weak disaster suction voice
metric theater nor in careful greenhouse
clarity, dire kind natural quite invites

curses underscore across repeat
perfec t everybody scent
housing windows say, street
winter oceans combing
dawn sea November fire gas
train if though quiet
far warned to fix
teame the boss are
spoon must either lover
dragging climate howling loose
August shining at weak
disaster suction moon voice
metric theater nor hill
in careful thrill greenhouse
clarity, dire kind kitchen
natural quite upbringing invites

spoon must either lover recurring
dragging climate howling loose
natural quite upbringing invites
August shining at weak naked
curses underscore across repeat



perfec t everybody scent give
housing windows say, street
winter oceans combing chance
dawn sea November fire gas
train if though quiet explore
far warned to fix body parallel
teame the boss are muscle medium
disaster suction moon voice
metric theater nor hill gestures
in careful thrill greenhouse
clarity, dire kind kitchen middle

spoon feathers either verbal recurring
literary the boss are muscle medium
disaster expressivity moon voice
social education nor hill gestures
dragging coordinate howling loose
August homogenous at weak naked
curses disparate across repeat
perfec t themselves scent give
housing affiliation say, street
winter television combing chance
dawn newspapers November fire gas
train playful though quiet explore
far optimism to fix body parallel
in subversive forerunner greenhouse
clarity, envelopes kitchen cited
natural identities upbringing invites

spoon feathers either verbal curses
literary the boss are muscle curses
disaster expressivity moon curses
social education nor hill curses
dragging coordinate howling curses
August homogenous at weak curses



curses disparate across curses
perfec t themselves scent curses
housing affiliation say, curses
winter television combing curses
dawn newspapers November fire curses
train playful though quiet curses
far optimism to fix body curses
in subversive forerunner curses
clarity, envelopes kitchen curses
natural identities upbringing curses

spoon feathers either social recurring
literary the boss social muscle medium
disaster expressivity social voice
social social nor hill gestures
social coordinate howling loose
August social at weak naked
curses social across repeat
perfec t themselves social give
housing affiliation say, social
winter television social chance
dawn social November fire gas
social playful though quiet explore
far optimism social fix body parallel
in social forerunner greenhouse
clarity, envelopes social cited
natural identities upbringing social

spoon feathers either homogenous recurring
literary the boss are muscle homogenous
disaster expressivity homogenous voice
social education nor hill homogenous
dragging coordinate homogenous loose
August homogenous at weak homogenous
curses disparate homogenous repeat



perfec t themselves scent homogenous
housing affiliation homogenous street
winter television combing homogenous
dawn newspapers November homogenous gas
train playful though quiet homogenous
far optimism to fix homogenous parallel
in subversive forerunner homogenous
clarity, envelopes homogenous cited
natural identities upbringing homogenous

spoon feathers either verbal recurring
literary the boss are spoon feathers
spoon feathers moon voice
social education nor spoon feathers
spoon feathers howling loose
August homogenous at spoon feathers
spoon feathers across repeat
perfec t themselves spoon feathers
spoon feathers say, street
winter television spoon feathers
spoon feathers November fire gas
train playful though spoon feathers
spoon feathers to fix body parallel
in subversive spoon feathers
spoon feathers kitchen cited
natural identities spoon feathers

literary the boss are verbal recurring
literary the boss are muscle medium
literary the boss are moon voice
literary the boss are hill gestures
literary the boss are howling loose
literary the boss are weak naked
literary the boss are repeat
literary the boss are scent give



literary the boss are say, street
literary the boss are chance
literary the boss are fire gas
literary the boss are quiet explore
literary the boss are body parallel
literary the boss are greenhouse
literary the boss are kitchen cited
literary the boss are upbringing invites

spoon feathers either verbal spoon
literary the boss are muscle literary
disaster expressivity moon disaster
social education nor hill social
dragging coordinate howling dragging
August homogenous at weak August
curses disparate across curses
perfec t themselves scent perfec t
housing affiliation say, housing
winter television combing winter
dawn newspapers November fire dawn
train playful though quiet train
far optimism to fix body far
in subversive forerunner in
clarity, envelopes kitchen clarity,
natural identities upbringing natural

recurring feathers either verbal recurring
medium the boss are muscle medium
voice expressivity moon voice
gestures education nor hill gestures
loose coordinate howling loose
naked homogenous at weak naked
repeat disparate across repeat
give themselves scent give
street affiliation say, street
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gas newspapers November fire gas
explore playful though quiet explore
parallel optimism to fix body parallel
greenhouse subversive forerunner greenhouse
cited envelopes kitchen cited
invites identities upbringing invites
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far optimism to fix\- body curses \
-in subversive foreru\-nner curses
clarity, envelopes kitc\]hen curses
n\a]-\tural identities up-]\bringing curses

spoon\ feathers ]-either social recurring
literar-y the boss social muscle medium
disaster \-e-x[-pr-essivity social voice
social social nor- -]hill gestures
social coordinate how-ling loose
August social at wea[\]-k-[ naked
in social fo-[\rerunner gre]-]enhouse
clarity, envelop-\es social ci-]ted
natural identities- -upbringing ]-social
curses social across repeat
perfec t themselves social\ [-give
housing affiliation say, social\-
winter television social chance\
-dawn social November fi-]re gas
so\c-ial playful though quiet explore
far op\t-[\imism social fi-x body parallel



spoon f]\ea-t\h]ers either homogenous recurring
]-literary the boss are mu]scle homogenous
disa\ster expressivity homogenous voice
social-\ education nor hill]\ homogenous
dragging coordinate homogenou-s loose
August ho-]]mogenous at weak h\omogenous
curses dispa]r-ate homogenous r-epeat
perfec t themsel\ves scent homogenous
housing affiliati]o\n homogenous- street
winter television com-bing homoge\nous
dawn newspapers November homogenou-s gas
train playful though qu\-i\-et homogenous
far optimism to fix homogenou-s par-allel
in subversive forerunner homoge]nous
-\--\-\clarity, envelopes homogenous cit\-ed
natural identities upbringing homog\e-nous

spoon feathers either verbal recun
iterary the boss are spoon feathe
spoon feathers moon voic
socal education nor spoon feathers poonfeathers howling
looseAugusthomogenous at spoon feathers
spoonfeters across repeat
perft theselves spoon feathers
spon feathers say, street
wintr televison spoon feathers
spo feathers November fire gas
tra playful thugh spoon feathers
spon feathers tofix body parallel
in ubversive spoon ethers
spo feathers kitchen cted
naural identities spoon eathers



lrary the boss are verbal recing
lterary the boss are muscle mediumiterary
the boss are moon voiceiterary
the boss are hill gsture
liter the boss are howling loose
lir the boss are weak naked
literry the boss are repeat
lierar he boss are scent give
litrary teboss are say, street
lierary the  are chance
lterary the boss are fire gs
iterary the boss are quiet exploreiterary
the boss are bod aralleierary
the boss are greenhouse
lerarythe boss are kitchen cited
lita the boss are upbringing invites

identities feathers either verbal spoon
literary identities boss are muscle literary
disaster expressivity identities disaster
social education nor identities social
dragging coordinate howling identities
August homogenous at identities August
curses identities across curses
perfec t identities scent perfec t
housing identities say, housing
winter identities combing winter
identities newspapers November fire dawn
train identities though quiet train
far optimism identities fix body far
in subversive identities in
clarity, envelopes identities clarity,
natural identities identities natural



recurring recurring either verbal recurring
medium the recurring are muscle medium
voice expressivity recurring voice
gestures education nor recurring gestures
loose coordinate howling recurring
naked homogenous at recurring naked
repeat recurring across repeat
recurring themselves scent give
street recurring say, street
chance television recurring chance
gas newspapers November recurring gas
explore playful though quiet recurring
parallel optimism to fix body recurring
greenhouse subversive recurring greenhouse
cited recurring kitchen cited
recurring identities upbringing invites

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

AverbalAsemicAsemantic
Geof Huth
(on Bruno Neiva,  averbaldraftsone&otherstories)
Aver Bald Rafts One

These poems consist primarily of radically asemic works. Sometimes, the smudge of ink is the
only vestige of writing in the poems. At other times, dotted lines, methodical found punctures
through layers of cardboard, or small clutches of scattered characters provide the hint of writing.
Asemia cares not for meaning, of course, but only for the gestalt of writing sans semiotics, the
structural hints of writing.

The best of these poems employ found pieces of cardboard and paper that are already marked
by use by cans, tape, glue, and markings to present minimalist textual landscapes that are
sculptural in their construction and beautiful to the eye. Yet it's their ghostly and cryptic markings
the keep the eye looking for meaning for the mind.



Bruno appears to be making a distinction, possibly a political one (because poetry is always
political), between two ways of writing poems without semiosis: asemic writing versus averbal
writing. The blurb at the back of the book explains that the "shift from 'asemic' to 'averbal' has
come from a distancing from the poetics (and tastes) of the so-called 'asemic group.'" Bruno's
work certainly fits within the usual bounds of the asemic continuum, but he never employs
invented handwritten scripts for his works. Instead, he works with marks and sometimes actual
letters from the Latin alphabet.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

rob mclennan: [...] In a way, a focus on waste, material uses/discards/remains and
decontextualized appearance is also evident inaverbaldraftsone&otherstories (KFS: 2013), a
text-art book divided into two parts. The pieces in it were part of an exhibition in Spain in 2011
called “asemicdraftsone”. Why the shift to “averbaldraftsone”? Does the shift from asemic to
"averbal" include a shift in exhibition practice?

Bruno Neiva: The shift from “asemic” to “averbal” occurred in 2011, shortly after the
aforementioned exhibition in Spain. I do find some asemic art quite interesting (Rosaire Appel,
Tim Gaze, Jim Leftwich, etc.) but most if it is quite indulgent, mere scribbling and doodling
devoid of a worthy program. So I felt the urge of distancing the sort of work I was developing
back then from such practices (both theoretically and aesthetically) and came up with the word
“averbal” that means something that you can’t read. I never belonged to an asemic group and
I’ve never meant to create an averbal group. It was sheer provocation against orthodoxy.

But both “averbal” and “asemic” are quite misleading terms as they only refer to verbal and
written language. This body of work is comprised of images and objects that have linguistic
elements embedded in them. It may be that in some cases the linguistic features are the most
noticeable, but in my opinion, in all of them we're dealing with abstract images with language
qualities. As a result, a new semiotic approach to the connections/relations between abstract art
and visual poetry is necessary. For that matter, so is a terminology that allows us to discuss
cross-genre artistic practices such as this one.



||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

averbaldraftsone&otherstories
bruno neiva
Sinopse > This text-art book is divided into two parts. The first part, “averbaldraftsone,” is
comprised of some of the pieces that were exhibited in Spain in 2011 in a project called
“asemicdraftsone.” The shift from  “asemic” to “averbal” has come from a distancing from the
poetics (and tastes) of the so-called “asemic group.” The second part, “&otherstories” is a
compilation of pieces that were published in magazines, e-zines and catalogues in the past 2
years. The common ground for this small format, text-based, self-reflexive body of work is the
constrained usage of mixed media. The sculptural features of the found materials/items are
merged with fragmented typography, calligraphy, drawings and the occasional presence of key
words. If this book had a subtitle, it could possibly be “from the studio to the warehouse.”

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

comb his words
collaborativ poetrx
"a book is
an open archive
in multiple"
remnants and themselves or none

spac-mu
Department of Tooth
alludes
to the
startled itinerant



sheer read eye felt both
soap etc aforementioned
a shift in inch of oaf off
oat-of-off
in the bottom of the
verbose continuum

practices comb his words
collaborativ processes poetrx
"a book is misleading
an open enumerate archive
in multiple enlist"
remnants room and length themselves or none

compose spac-mu phonemes
Department of Lo-fi Tooth
alludes handmade vispo
to the serial texts
startled itinerant variations

sheer spoon tissue read eye felt both
soap etc torchtouch aforementioned
a shift in stride inch cloud of oaf off
oaf-if of cough-off oat-it
in the ruins bottom of agents the
verbose highway waste continuum
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continuum practices comb his words
collaborativ waste processes poetrx
"a book highway is misleading
an open enumerate verbose archive
in multiple agents the enlist"
remnants room bottom of and
length in the ruins themselves or
oaf-if of cough-off oat-it none

compose oaf off spac-mu phonemes
Department of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
alludes handmade stride inch vispo
to the serial shift in texts
startled itinerant both variations

eye sheer felt spoon tissue read
soap aforementioned etc torchtouch

collaborativ waste processes poetrx
a book highway is misleading
eye sheer felt spoon tissue read
soap aforementioned etc torchtouch
continuum practices comb his words
an open enumerate verbose archive
in multiple agents the enlist



remnants room bottom of and
length in the ruins themselves or
oaf-if of cough-off oat-it none
compose oaf off spac-mu phonemes
Department of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
alludes handmade stride inch vispo
to the serial shift in texts
startled itinerant both variations

poetrx collaborativ waste processes
misleading a book highway is
read eye sheer felt spoon tissue
torchtouch soap aforementioned etc
words continuum practices comb his
archive an open enumerate verbose
enlist in multiple agents the
and remnants room bottom of
or length in the ruins themselves
none oaf-if of cough-off oat-it
phonemes compose oaf off spac-mu
Tooth Department of Lo-fi cloud of
vispo alludes handmade stride inch
texts to the serial shift in
variations startled itinerant both

poetrx waste processes poetrx
misleading book highway is misleading
read sheer felt spoon tissue read
torchtouch aforementioned etc torchtouch
words practices comb his words
archive open enumerate verbose archive
enlist multiple agents the enlist
and room bottom of and
or in the ruins themselves or
none-if of cough-off oat-it none



phonemes oaf off spac-mu phonemes
Tooth of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
vispo handmade stride inch vispo
texts the serial shift in texts
variations itinerant both variations

waste collaborativ waste processes poetrx
a waste book highway is misleading
eye sheer waste felt spoon tissue read
soap aforementioned etc waste torchtouch
continuum practices comb his waste words
an open enumerate verbose archive waste
in multiple agents the waste enlist
remnants room bottom waste of and
length in the waste ruins themselves or
oaf-if of cough-waste off oat-it none
compose waste oaf off spac-mu phonemes
Department waste of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
waste alludes handmade stride inch vispo
to waste the serial shift in texts
startled itinerant waste both variations

misleading waste processes poetrx
a misleading highway is misleading
eye sheer misleading spoon tissue read
soap aforementioned etc misleading
continuum practices comb his misleading
an open enumerate misleading archive
in multiple misleading the enlist
remnants room misleading of and
length in misleading ruins themselves or
oaf-if of misleading off oat-it none
misleading oaf off spac-mu phonemes
Department misleading Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
alludes handmade misleading inch vispo



to the serial misleading in texts
startled itinerant both misleading

oaf-if of waste processes poetrx
a oaf-if of highway is misleading
oaf-if of sheer felt spoon tissue read
soap oaf-if of etc torchtouch
oaf-if of practices comb his words
an oaf-if of enumerate verbose archive
oaf-if of multiple agents the enlist
remnants oaf-if of bottom of and
oaf-if of in the ruins themselves or
oaf-if of oaf-if of off oat-it none
compose oaf-if of off spac-mu phonemes
oaf-if of of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
alludes oaf-if of stride inch vispo
oaf-if of the serial shift in texts
startled oaf-if of both variations

length in the ruins themselves
handmade stride inch vispo
the serial shift in texts
startled both variations
oaf-if of cough-off oat-none
collaborativ waste processes
a book highway misleading
eye sheer felt tissue read
aforementioned etc torchtouch
continuum comb his words
an open verbose archive
in multiple agents enlist
remnants room bottom of
compose oaf off mu phonemes
Department of Lo-cloud of Tooth



oat-none in the ruins themselves
handmade oat-none inch vispo
the serial oat-none in texts
startled both oat-none
oaf-if of oat-none oat-none
oat-none waste processes
a oat-none highway misleading
eye sheer oat-none tissue read
aforementioned etc oat-none
continuum comb oat-none words
an oat-none verbose archive
oat-none multiple agents enlist
remnants oat-none bottom of
compose oaf oat-none mu phonemes
Department of oat-none of Tooth

aforementioned etc torchtouch
multiple agents the enlist
room bottom of and
in the ruins themselves or
if of cough-off oat-it none
waste processes poetrx
book highway is misleading
sheer felt spoon tissue read
oaf off spac-mu phonemes
of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
handmade stride inch vispo
the serial shift in texts
itinerant both variations
practices comb his words
open enumerate verbose archive



variations waste processes poetrx
texts book highway is misleading
vispo sheer felt spoon tissue read
Tooth aforementioned etc torchtouch
phonemes practices comb his words
none open enumerate verbose archive
both in multiple agents the enlist
itinerant remnants room bottom of and
length in the ruins themselves or
shift in oaf-if of cough-off oat-it
startled compose oaf off spac-mu
to the Department of Lo-fi cloud of
serial alludes handmade stride inch

startled waste processes poetrx
to the book highway is misleading
alludes sheer felt spoon tissue read
Department aforementioned etc torchtouch
compose practices comb his words
oaf-if open enumerate verbose archive
length multiple agents the enlist
variations remnants room bottom of and
both in the ruins themselves or
itinerant of cough-off oat-it none
texts oaf off spac-mu phonemes
shift in of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
serial handmade stride inch vispo

collaborativ waste processes itinerant
a book highway is shift eye sheer
felt spoon tissue handmade soap
aforementioned etc Lo-fi continuum
room bottom of and length in the



archive themselves or oaf-if of
cough-off oat-it none
comb his words Department of cloud
compose oaf off practices phonemes
of Tooth alludes stride inch vispo
to the serial in texts startled both
variations an open enumerate verbose
in multiple agents the enlist remnants
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Jim Leftwich

Posted by David Stafford on January 3, 2016 at 10:57pm



Send Message   View Blog

I received this original Jim Leftwich but the provenance is a little shaky. I think I got this by way
of Diane Keys. Is that right, Diane? Anyway, I'm having some art appraisers flown in from
Virginia to see if it's real. These guys know Leftwich from …, well, I think you know where I'm
going with that…(performs low bow, misses tomato and exits leftwich.) Thank you, Jim and/or/or
not Diane.

Views: 35



Favorite
1 member favorited this

Share

< Previous Post

Comment

Follow – Email me when people comment

Comment by jim leftwich 1 minute agoDelete Comment

as of today, i'm starting a collection of these. if i get enough i'll do a show of them during the
next festival.

send to:

FAKE JJs
co/ Jim Leftwich
525 10th St SW
Roanoke, VA 24016
USA

Comment by David Stafford 1 hour ago

Hmmm, the auditors arrive tomorrow at dawn. Three of them are from 3Ms Forensic Unit...

Comment by De Villo Sloan 1 hour ago

Total fraud, IMHO. Only Diane couldn't make something that good. Problematic.
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De Villo Sloan

1 hr ·

Beware the fake JJs!

Jim Leftwich
I received this original Jim Leftwich but the provenance is a little shaky. I think I got this by way
of Diane Keys. Is that right, Diane? Anyway, I'm having…
IUOMA-NETWORK.NING.COM
LikeComment
Share
You, De Villo Sloan and John M. Bennett like this.

Comments

Jim Leftwich as of today, i'm starting a collection of these. if i get enough i'll do a show of them
during the next festival.
Like · Reply · 1 · 17 mins · Edited
De Villo Sloan I'll tell you one thing. No way did DK make that. Very few of the Kulters have the
power of reason or the manual dexterity to do something that sophisticated. "There is another."
Like · Reply · 1 min
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year, waste processes poetrx
except book highway is misleading
project sheer felt spoon tissue read
lasted aforementioned etc torchtouch
almost practices comb his words
week open enumerate verbose archive
visual multiple agents the enlist
Sundays room bottom of and
since in the ruins themselves or



time if of cough-off oat-it none
would oaf off spac-mu phonemes
between ends Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
for handmade stride inch vispo
pivots the serial shift in texts
catch itinerant both variations

year, waste processes fingers
except book highway is constructed
project sheer felt spoon tissue words
lasted aforementioned etc although
almost practices comb his deer
week open enumerate verbose immediately
visual multiple agents the fur
Sundays room bottom of secrecy
since in the ruins themselves house
time if of cough-off oat-it anyone
would oaf off spac-mu sensitive
between ends Lo-fi cloud of February
for handmade stride inch single
pivots the serial shift in poems
catch itinerant both presented

already waste processes poetrx
tendencies. book highway is misleading
pluralize sheer felt spoon tissue read
globalization aforementioned etc torchtouch
emerging practices comb his words
generated open enumerate verbose archive
community multiple agents the enlist
regionally room bottom of and
necessary in the ruins themselves or
continually if of cough-off oat-it none
critical oaf off spac-mu phonemes
insufficient of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth



specific handmade stride inch vispo
ur-texts the serial shift in texts
origin itinerant both variations

already waste processes separate
tendencies. book highway is coalition
pluralize sheer felt spoon tissue managed
globalization aforementioned etc raw
emerging practices comb his celebration
generated open enumerate verbose intersect
community multiple agents the mimicking
regionally room bottom of otherwise
necessary in the ruins themselves belongs
continually if of cough-off oat-it itself
critical oaf off spac-mu circulate
insufficient of Lo-fi cloud of arrogance
specific handmade stride inch powdered
ur-texts the serial shift in angels
origin itinerant both roadside

always waste processes poetrx
misconception book highway is misleading
reactionaries sheer felt spoon tissue read
inversion aforementioned etc torchtouch
exercise practices comb his words
restraint open enumerate verbose archive
reliance multiple agents the enlist
Seventies room bottom of and
experiment in the ruins themselves or
magazines if of cough-off oat-it none
truth oaf off spac-mu phonemes
ordering of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
linear handmade stride inch vispo
focus the serial shift in texts
imperative itinerant both variations



always waste processes want
misconception book highway is purpose
reactionaries sheer felt spoon tissue corollary
inversion aforementioned etc vision
exercise practices comb his mined
restraint open enumerate verbose previous
reliance multiple agents the curents
Seventies room bottom of devastating
experiment in the ruins themselves reason
magazines if of cough-off oat-it occur
truth oaf off spac-mu chronological
ordering of Lo-fi cloud of remembered
linear handmade stride inch industrial
focus the serial shift in technology
imperative itinerant both deviate

picnic waste processes poetrx
relations book highway is misleading
nail sheer felt spoon tissue read
tape aforementioned etc torchtouch
desire practices comb his words
lightbulb open enumerate verbose archive
lost multiple agents the enlist
mucus room bottom of and
singers in the ruins themselves or
cold if of cough-off oat-it none
slips oaf off spac-mu phonemes
flower of Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
secondary handmade stride inch vispo
finch the serial shift in texts
ceiling itinerant both variations



picnic waste processes multiple
relations book highway is fiasco
nail sheer felt spoon tissue personal
tape aforementioned etc dangles
desire practices comb his entering
lightbulb open enumerate verbose seams
lost multiple agents the existence
mucus room bottom of originality
singers in the ruins themselves using
cold if of cough-off oat-it abolished
slips oaf off spac-mu ennui
flower of Lo-fi cloud of rife
secondary handmade stride inch view
finch the serial shift in finer
ceiling itinerant both bordering

co\]llaborativ waste processes poetrx
a bo-ok highway is misleading eye
sh\-eer felt spoon tissue read
itinera]nt both variations length
remn\ants room bottom of and -\]]- in
the ruins themselves or soap afo\r-e
mention]]ed etc torchtouch
continuum- practices comb his words
-an open en-]umerate verbose archive
i\n- multiple agents the enlist
oaf-if of c-ough-off oat-it none
compose oaf \off spac-mu phonemes
Department of- Lo-fi cloud of Tooth
alludes handma-de stride inch vispo
to the serial s-hift in texts startled



lengh in the ruins themselves or
oaf-if f cough-of oat-it none
compose of off sac-mu phonemes
Department of Lofi cloud of Tooth
collaborativ wastesses poetrx
a book highway is is leadng
eye sheer felt spon tissu read
soap aforementiod etc torctouch
continuum practies comb his wrds
an open enumerat verbose archiv
n multiple agent the enlist
renants room bottm of and
alludes handastride inch vispo
to the serial hit in texts
startled itineant oth variations

collaboratv waste-] proce]-]-sses poetrx
a book higway is-islead]-ing
eye sheerfelt spon ti]-ssue read
soap aformentione et-c torchtouch
continuum ractic-\e-s comb his words
compose a\f of spac-mu phonemes
Departme-\of L-\fi cloud of Tooth
alludes andmad \stride inch vispo
to the s-rial -\hift in texts
startled\]tin-]nt both variations
an open enmerat-\\]- verbose archive
in multipagents -\he enlist
remnants oom ]-ottom of and
length inthe rns- themselves or
oaf-if of\]-\-c\]-ough-off oat-it none
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framework waste processes fingers
except antiquities highway is constructed
project sheer public spoon tissue words
lasted aforementioned soil although
almost practices comb earliest
week open enumerate with immediately
visual multiple occupy the fur
Sundays charm bottom of secrecy
examined ruins themselves house
time believes cough-off oat-it anyone
would oaf excavation spac-mu sensitive
between ends Lo-fi skulls of February
for handmade stride removal single
pivots sheep goats cattle shift in poems
catch purification disasters local

insufficient corpse spilling of arrogance
specific handmade pepper playing
ur-texts outlandish cushion angels
globalization overwhelming raw
emerging practices body celebration
generated open episodes intersect
community recovering the mimicking
regionally collarbone otherwise
necessary handrail themselves belongs
continually gastronomic itself
critical saxophone moon circulate
origin turmoil binaries roadside
already physical processes separate
tendencies. book capture is coalition
pluralize sheer felt twists tissue managed



want/deviate always waste processes want
misconception want/deviate book highway is purpose
reactionaries sheer want/deviate felt spoon tissue corollary
inversion aforementioned etc want/deviate vision
exercise practices comb his want/deviate mined
restraint open enumerate verbose previous want/deviate
reliance multiple agents the want/deviate curents
Seventies room bottom want/deviate of devastating
experiment in the want/deviate ruins themselves reason
magazines if of cough-want/deviate off oat-it occur
truth want/deviate oaf off spac-mu chronological
ordering want/deviate of Lo-fi cloud of remembered
want/deviate linear handmade stride inch industrial
focus want/deviate the serial shift in technology
imperative want/deviate itinerant both deviate

multiple/bordering picnic waste processes multiple
relations multiple/bordering book highway is fiasco
multiple/bordering nail sheer felt spoon tissue personal
tape multiple/bordering aforementioned etc dangles
multiple/bordering desire practices comb his entering
lightbulb multiple/bordering open enumerate verbose seams
multiple/bordering lost multiple agents the existence
mucus multiple/bordering room bottom of originality
multiple/bordering singers in the ruins themselves using
cold multiple/bordering if of cough-off oat-it abolished
multiple/bordering slips oaf off spac-mu ennui
flower multiple/bordering of Lo-fi cloud of rife
multiple/bordering secondary handmade stride inch view
finch multiple/bordering the serial shift in finer
multiple/bordering ceiling itinerant both bordering



corollary inversion aforementioned
multiple agents the curents
Seventies room bottom want/deviate
devastating experiment in the want
deviate ruins reason magazines if
of cough-want/deviate off occur
truth want/deviate oaf off
want/deviate always waste want
misconception want/deviate book
highway purpose reactionaries
sheer want/deviate felt spoon
chronological ordering want/deviate
of Lo-fi cloud remembered want
deviate linear handmade stride
industrial focus want/deviate the
serial shift technology imperative
want/deviate itinerant deviate
etc vision exercise practices comb
his mined restraint open enumerate
verbose want/deviate reliance

multiple/bordering nail sheer felt spoon personal
tape multiple/bordering aforementioned dangles
mucus multiple/bordering room bottom originality
multiple/bordering singers in the ruins using
cold multiple/bordering if of cough-off abolished
multiple/bordering slips oaf off ennui
multiple/bordering picnic waste multiple
relations multiple/bordering book highway fiasco
flower multiple/bordering of Lo-fi cloud rife
multiple/bordering secondary handmade stride view
finch multiple/bordering the serial shift finer
multiple/bordering ceiling itinerant bordering
multiple/bordering desire practices comb entering
lightbulb multiple/bordering open enumerate seams
multiple/bordering lost multiple agents existence



multiple/bordering aforementioned dangles
singers in the ruins using multiple
bordering if of cough-off abolished
slips oaf off ennui picnic waste multiple
multiple/bordering book highway fiasco
multiple/bordering of Lo-fi cloud rife
secondary handmade stride view multiple
bordering the serial shift finer ceiling
itinerant bordering nail sheer felt spoon
personal desire practices comb entering
multiple/bordering open enumerate seams
lost multiple agents existence
multiple/bordering room bottom originality

aforementioned dangles in the ruins
using multiple if of cough-off of
desire practices comb entering open
enumerate seams multiple agents
existence room bottom originality
abolished oaf off ennui picnic waste
multiple book highway fiasco
Lo-fi cloud rife handmade stride
view multiple the serial shift finer
ceiling bordering nail sheer felt spoon

abolished oaf off ennui picnic
multiple book highway
Lo-fi cloud rife handmade
aforementioned dangles in the
using multiple if of cough-off
desire practices comb entering
enumerate seams multiple
existence room bottom
view multiple the serial shift



ceiling bordering nail sheer felt

oaf off ennui picnic book highway
cloud rife handmade dangles in
felt the multiple if of cough-off
practices comb entering seams
multiple room bottom multiple the
serial shift bordering nail sheer

corollary inversion aforementioned
multiple agents the curents
serial shift bordering nail sheer
Seventies room bottom want/deviate
devastating experiment in the want
multiple room bottom multiple the
deviate ruins reason magazines if
of Lo-fi cloud remembered want
cloud rife handmade dangles in
deviate linear handmade stride
industrial focus want/deviate the
serial shift technology imperative
oaf off ennui picnic book highway
want/deviate itinerant deviate
etc vision exercise practices comb
his mined restraint open enumerate
verbose want/deviate reliance
of cough-want/deviate off occur
practices comb entering seams
truth want/deviate oaf off
want/deviate always waste want
misconception want/deviate book
felt the multiple if of cough-off
highway purpose reactionaries
sheer want/deviate felt spoon
chronological ordering want/deviate



deviate ruins reason magazines
his mined restraint open
verbose want/deviate
of cough-want/deviate off
practices comb entering
truth want/deviate oaf
want/deviate always waste
misconception want/deviate
felt the multiple if of
highway purpose
corollary inversion
multiple agents the
serial shift bordering nail
Seventies room bottom
devastating experiment in the
multiple room bottom multiple
sheer want/deviate felt
chronological ordering
of Lo-fi cloud remembered
cloud rife handmade dangles
deviate linear handmade
industrial focus want/deviate
serial shift technology
oaf off ennui picnic book
want/deviate itinerant
etc vision exercise practices

devastating experiment
in verbose
of cough-want/deviate
practices comb
truth want/deviate
want/deviate always
misconception



felt the multiple if
highway corollary
multiple agents
serial shift bordering
Seventies room
multiple room bottom
sheer want/deviate
chronological
of Lo-fi cloud
cloud rife handmade
deviate linear
industrial focus
serial shift
oaf off ennui picnic
want/deviate
etc vision exercise
deviate ruins reason
his mined restraint
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Charles Bernstein
Language Poetry does not exist and that may be its greatest virtue. not that virtue is necessarily
a virtue and in this case it may be a deficit or maybe the problem is my saying this and it’s not
true. I am not eliding collectivity or positionality but trying to adapt both to a poetics of transition
that resists characterization and fixed principles. That is the position and the principle, though
also subject to internal dissent. In contrast, the expanded field of L=A=n=g=U=A=g=e certainly
does exist and is made of related, even if contradictory, poetics and what I see, maybe through
prose-colored flashes, as phantasmagoric cornucopias of possible poetries.
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Jerome McGann
What we ought to see is that 'text' is the linguistic state of the 'poem's' existence. No poem can
exist outside of a textual state any more than a human being can exist outside of a human
biological organism. But just as a person is not identical to a particular body, so neither is a
poem equal to its text.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 2 (2 days ago)
to Bill
http://po-ex.net/taxonomia/materialidades/planograficas/bruno-neiva-averbaldraftsone-otherstori
es

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jan 3 (1 day ago)
to me
i like the work...thanks for sharing

am thinking u posted this on FB?
on one of my infrequent, but at least weekly, excursions on FB
i saw this...i think...maybe something similar.

FB is almost too much info--at least for this  mind...
of course there are means and manners to deal with excess meaning
derived from too much info/too many data streams

i don't know abt the ''averbal...asemic group? [my emphases]
i'm sure u understand ...

someday i'd like to share thghts on  richard tuttle as an artist and: visual poetry
anyway, take care,
b



-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <Billybobbeamer@aol.com>
Sent: Sat, Jan 2, 2016 4:10 pm

http://po-ex.net/taxonomia/materialidades/planograficas/bruno-neiva-averbaldraftsone-otherstori
es

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 3 (1 day ago)
to Bill
there is something called the asemic writing group on facebook.
also a google group and there used to be a blog.
it's all part of the enormous so-called asemic movement
(as of today the facebook asemic writing group has 10,407 members).
forget the 10 thousand, do you think there are 407 people who know about and care about
asemic writing? at least there are over 10 thousand people who have heard of it. i guess
that's something. i remember when there were 5 people who had heard of it.

today i saw a comment by pete spence (one of the best visual poets -- ever)
where he called the asemic movement a farce.
he was responding to De Villo Sloan (visual poet & theorist, going back to the 80s).
sloan said he has no intention of being the spokesmodel for asemic writing.

it's all interesting to me.

i like Neiva's sense of the necessity for defining terms, no matter how nuanced
the differences might seem to some.
if we are going to use these terms -- any of them -- we need to be able (and willing) to define
them.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

11:01 PM (19 hours ago)
to me
it would have been great had i been able to consult with you when trying to write policy, etc.
or when trying to define terms necessary and sufficient for the  court systemS while i was a cps
wrkr & licensing specialist.
i've said that  before and mean it, and this email, last para., i offer as evidence...along w/ the
huge & hugely important, asemic encyclopedia



perhaps i am naive, but seems to me the history --in this case--is easily verified: 2 people,
you and gaze, were, as you once wrote, the ones who ''brought asemia into the 20th century''
i.e.,  first defined
it conceptually and operationally.
the term, i think, is clearly and convincingly yours.

has the asemic writing ''group'' indicated that they are part of or the whole of a ''movement''?
[ perhaps ''group''and ''movement'' are being used synonymously...tho not all groups spearhead
movements, of course. ]
at least i hope they don't refer to ''asemic art.''

i like tim's distinction of ''asemic writing and similar'' in his last book
[--but, b/c he publishes, he wrote,
infrequently now, it gives his long time coming book more importance than should have had....?
[mayeb that shld be a ?]
i think u know what i mean here..
i guess u know that margo just did an
asemic writing only zoomoozaphone review
to go on facebook and online soon...

i agree that it is all interesting...periodically i just think maybe i am in the ''similar'' catagory--to it
all...
glad you mentioned pete spence. will google. thanks 4 all

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

4:50 PM (1 hour ago)
to Bill
a lot of folks don't like my definition.
so, no matter what the chronology, i don't know what i'm talking about.
that's almost right.
i am talking about one thing, and they are talking about another.
i just wish they would make the effort to come up with their own name for what they are talking
about.

i guess the asemic writing group is a consequence of the asemic writing movement.

Tim is mostly interested in asemic writing as a reading experience. i am mostly interested in it as
a writing experience.



as it happens these are very different perspectives on the experience, and therefore very
different ideas of what (and how) the term means.
i like Tim, but we have taken different paths. several years ago he mentioned coming for a visit,
and i think i would still enjoy that very much.

i think what i have been calling of late "quasi-calligraphic drawing" is only one small tendril of the
practice of asemic writing. in the late 90s i was exploring the possibilities of working with the
shapes of letters, not just in handwriting but also in various fonts. i made my own distressed
alphabets, with deteriorated and destabilized letter-forms, and wrote hundreds of pages of
visual poetry using them. at the same time, i made hundreds of pages of quasi-calligraphic
writing, improvising fragments and recombinations of letter-forms. i would read these out loud, in
my livingroom, as part of  the process of making them. they were visual poems, and visual
poems as scores, as sound poems. the quasi-calligraphic writings were letteral and gestural.
i didn't need the word asemic in order to write those poems. the word "asemic" showed up in my
mailbox as a footnote on a postcard, and the timing was such that it got completely out of
control.
i really don't think Tim needed the word either.
but we both latched on to it and sent out hundreds of pages of it into the network of networks.
it was a big rush.  we were carrying on with the avant practice of "making it new".
...all that seems like such a long time ago. it's been less than 20 years, but as the old saying
goes, what a long strange trip it's been...
in some ways it is a kind of sad absurdity that the word has any circulation at all.
it confuses and distracts people.
it doesn't assist people in engaging the world as a text, in "reading" all of their experiences.
asemic writing should be part of the practice of writing-against-itself.
it is a struggle, an agon within language.
it can assist in training us to resist the normal, easy, comfortable flow of meaning-building in our
minds.
that is the old Blakean training, the process of opening the doors of perception.
the doors open onto the marriage of heaven and hell -- both/and, that is. heaven AND hell.
the mysterium conjunctionis.
5 = 6.
the point of the triangle above meets the point of the triangle below, at the point in the center of
the quincunx.
the cosmic war occurs as if immersed in an excess of meanings -- experientially inside us.
asemic writing exists to assist in training us to acknowledge this.

the idea that there is such a thing as asemic writing permits us to ignore all of this.
but there is no such thing, and we do not have permission to ignore any of this.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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TUE 3:26PM
Evan Damerow: I just sent a few Jim Leftwich originals your way
Jim Leftwich: cool. i need some.
i will sell them to you, sight unseen, for $300 a piece. it's a better deal than you think it is.
TUE 10:05PM
Don't worry, you already paid for them. Shit, I forgot to add a bill of sale in the envelope.
Next envelope



TUE 11:08PM
i quit work today.
so, since i'm not longer selling my soul to war-malt, i need to sell everything else, even fake
leftwich vispos.
1,000 and 10 percent!
Shit, yeah okay
A mixture of feelings being felt?
congratulations, i think, are in order. i finally made a positive decision about this job.
Congratulations indeed my friend!
yes, something like liberation mixed with stupidity
where do you get all these?
I think they're more part of the phone app?
No idea how to do that on a computer
just as well.
You're right. It'd be all I do. Spiders would cobweb my eyes
lakers are getting stomped by the warriors as we speak
Well shit yeah!
Florida sucks
where are you? florida?
oh, ok.
Good news is, I got my tix back to nz
And getting a round trip from l.a. was as cheap as one way
leaving in a couple of weeks, is that right? and back when?
So I'll definitely be back sometime in July (or even what July denialists call August, or
september, did you read that piece by Joe Abel?) For the festival
yes, saw the anti-july bit somewhere
So howd it go down?
What was the last straw?
I wish I was in Roanoke shooting hoops with you to celebrate
got sick, missed a bunch of days, had time to think about the past few weeks, which had been
significantly more miserable than usual, decided that i simply couldn't go back, had done all that
i could do there.
got some stuff done while working there, all the collab fests, festival activities, lots of reading
and writing, hanging out with you and the rest of the guys -- so, not all bad as a job, as in not
getting too much in the way of what i really want to do
but the environment is seriously fucked. even sue said tonight she was surprised i did it as long
as i did.
But yeah, still, it mustve been like being in maybe a minimal security prison or a real fucked up
mandatory cult experience
Sue is cool with it all?
anyway. that's that, now onto whatever's next.
Yay!
On, or boo!



Oh
yeah, sue is cool with it. but we need something else soon.
BUT even if it's boo, it won't be that same shit
That lady starting up her photo lab any time soon?
can't be the same shit, don't think i can take it
need to check with casey about her lab, haven't talked to her in a week or so
Well that's real good news Jim, congrats man!
yeah. i'll keep you posted.
just found casey on facebook, so i can get in touch with her easily enough.
Yeah, please do

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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impeccable signature disappeared
creeping combing broadcast
unnerved gestural epiphany
strange ideological corruption
awkward belch miniature
familiar, January expansive
submit artificial evidence
blossom, accumulations replying
quotidian negative fact
oyster destroy self-reliant
altering ego destruction
romantic authorial riddling
fluid prune lizard
plankton correlation test
anaerobic enforced iron
sectarian plunder measured
oil improbable lichen
void forgets emergency
puzzle retroactive upheaval
potatoes colorful additional
catastrophe, clam that
everywhere self-sanctions
eulogy the performed
several less provocation
conducted ledgers shoe
ordinary plague earthquake



demise in nothing
allies fragments twin,
disorder Rimbaud architectural
touched excluded texts
shelter misdirection instinct
irrigates ventriloquized device
shunned us available
maxims display determine
arc beams vacuum
cultivation lyric Pyongyang
grit grandiose coast
troubling, snowplow handwritten

replying impeccable signature disappeared
troubling, creeping combing broadcast
arc coast unnerved gestural epiphany
handwritten strange ideological corruption
grandiose snowplow awkward belch miniature
twin, us familiar, January grit expansive
submit artificial Pyongyang evidence
cultivation lyric blossom, accumulations
texts vacuum quotidian negative fact
disorder beams oyster destroy self-reliant
determine altering ego ledgers destruction
display Rimbaud romantic authorial riddling
fragments shunned fluid maxims prune lizard
available allies plankton correlation test
device anaerobic touched enforced iron
ventriloquized sectarian plunder measured
nothing oil improbable irrigates lichen
demise in instinct void forgets emergency
misdirection puzzle retroactive upheaval
potatoes shelter colorful additional
earthquake excluded catastrophe, clam that
architectural everywhere self-sanctions
plague eulogy the ordinary performed
shoe several less conducted provocation



determine altering ledgers destruction
display Rimbaud authorial riddling
allies plankton correlation test
device touched enforced iron
ventriloquized sectarian measured
nothing oil improbable lichen
demise in instinct void emergency
misdirection puzzle retroactive
potatoes shelter additional
earthquake excluded clam that
submit artificial evidence
cultivation lyric blossom,
texts vacuum quotidian negative
disorder beams oyster self-reliant
everywhere self-sanctions
plague the ordinary performed
shoe several conducted provocation
replying impeccable signature
troubling, creeping broadcast
arc coast gestural epiphany
strange ideological corruption
grandiose awkward belch miniature
twin, us January grit expansive
fragments shunned maxims prune lizard

altering ledgers destruction
grandiose belch miniature
twin, us grit expansive
demise in void emergency
display authorial riddling
allies plankton test
device touched enforced
ventriloquized measured
nothing improbable lichen
self-sanctions
plague ordinary performed



shoe several provocation
replying impeccable
troubling, broadcast
arc gestural epiphany
ideological corruption
puzzle retroactive
potatoes additional
earthquake excluded that
submit artificial
cultivation blossom,
texts quotidian negative
disorder oyster self-reliant
fragments shunned maxims lizard

fragments maxims lizard
altering destruction
grandiose miniature
twin, grit expansive
demise void emergency
display riddling
allies test
device enforced
ventriloquized
nothing lichen
shoe provocation
replying sea veal
troubling,
arc epiphany
ideological puzzle
potatoes
earthquake that
submit cultivation
texts negative
disorder self-reliant
self-plague performed



allies test device enforced
ventriloquized texts
negative disorder
self-plague performed
ideological puzzle
fragments maxims lizard
altering destruction
grandiose miniature
twin, grit expansive
demise void emergency
display riddling
replying sea veal
troubling, submit
cultivation arc epiphany
self-reliant potatoes
earthquake that shoe
provocation nothing lichen

allies text device enforced
ventriloquized tests
negative dish order
self-plague perfumed
ideological muzzle
self-reliant potatoes
earthquake hat shop
vocation nothing kitchen
fragments maxims wizard
faltering destruction
grandiose mint rapture
twine, grist expansive
demise coil emergency
display fiddling
replying seat meal
troubling, submit
cultivation arch epiphany



rallies next device enforced
fragments axiom wizard
faltering instruction
grand rose pint capture
expensive wine, wrist
demise boil emergency
disk play fiddling
deploying meat seal
troubling, snub mittens
nests ventriloquized
negative dash border
elf-plague perfumed
ideological drizzle
self-defiant potatoes
earthquake bat ship
vacation nothing kitchen
epiphany cultivation parched

rallies next device
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deploying meat seal


